
1 Month

___Cooing with longer vowel-like sounds   
___Turns head toward a voice  
___Vocalizes when she sees objects move 

___Vocalizes 50% of the time when he hears his name 
___Interest in objects increases (looking at, reaching for, pointing to objects; using gestures to 
      show use such as putting telephone to ear, banging on drum) 
___Vocalizes four different syllables (i.e., ma ma, pa pa, da da, ba ba, ya ya) 
___Begins to combine 2 or more unique syllables with babbling (i.e., ba-da) 
___Responds to “no” sometimes  
___Understands “come here” when caregiver holds out arms  
___Begins to imitate caregiver’s speech sounds(i.e., ba ba ba) and other sounds(i.e., cough, raspberries) 

2-3 Months

4-6 Months

___Begins to show anticipation of feeding through body language, sustained eye contact, and  
      looking at items of interest such as a bottle 
___Increased range of vocal sounds 
___Makes soft sounds for pleasure  
___Begins to coo 

3-4 Months

6-9 Months
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9-12 Months
___Vocalizes with intention paired with eye contact to communication partner 
___Imitates simple sound combinations (i.e., dah, mah) and other sounds (i.e., uh oh, animal sounds) 
___Uses gestures and vocalizations to get attention or get help; Makes vocalizations while reaching 
___Begins to shake head “no” 
___Says first words with meaning (i.e., mama, dada, no, bye-bye, me) 
___Looks at objects or people that are pointed to 
___Begins to look/point/reach to objects when they are named 
___Looks at toys and books with others; Plays early games such as knocking over blocks 

___Prefers to look at human faces 
___Begins to smile socially 
___Cries vary (begin to hear “hunger cry”, “angry cry”, “pain cry”) 
___Becomes quiet when he hears human voices and vocalizes when he hears mother’s voice 

___Purposefully vocalizes often; Voice is used to express a range of emotions 
       (happy, irritated, protesting) 
___Pitch and loudness changes are heard 
___Beginning of conversation-like turn taking while vocalizing 
___Babbles 4 consecutive syllables (i.e., ba ba ba ba) 

Developed by 



___Uses 10-20 words clearly and appropriately 
___Two word stage begins, but primarily speaks in single words 
___Begins using some final consonants (i.e., cat)  
___Begins to ask simple questions such as “What’s that?” or “Where go?” 
___Understands commands “sit down” and “come here” without gestural cues 
___Identifies familiar objects from a group 
___Follows 1-step directions such as “throw it away” or “give it to daddy” 
___21-24 Months – Uses 50 different words (mostly nouns, with some verbs, adjectives, adverbs,  
       pronouns) 
___21-24 Months – Primarily uses speech to express himself (rather than gestures) and is understood
      by an unfamiliar person 50% of the time 
___By 24 months, says two or more words in simple sentences (i.e., “go bye-bye”  “no cookie”) 

18-24 Months

___Talks in two word phrases frequently  
___Uses personal pronouns (i.e., I, you, it, he) 
___Asks for help with activities 
___Sings songs from memory 
___Answers simple questions such as “What is that?” 
___Asks questions beginning with “what” and “where” 
___Uses words such as “no”, “not”, “don’t”  
___Follows simple 2-step commands 

24-30 Months

___Talks in 2-3 word sentences  
___Can tell about experiences, share ideas, express feelings 
___Uses plural nouns (i.e., hats, books) 
___Vocabulary of 500-1000 words, including nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, prepositions,   
       and articles 
___Uses adjectives such as fast/slow, big/little in sentences  
___Tells name and gender  
___Speech is understandable 75-80% of the time to familiar listeners 

30-36 Months

___Uses at least 2 words without gestures to make a request or protest (i.e., no, more, cookie) 
___Imitates unfamiliar / new words heard in conversation 
___Shakes head for “yes” 
___Points to things so caregiver will take notice  
___Names 5-7 items when asked 
___Uses at least 15 words with meaning by 18 months 

15-18 Months

 
___Uses 5 or more meaningful words 
___Gestures and points with sounds or words to make requests 
___May use the same sound combinations for different words (i.e., “ba” for ball and bottle) 
___Uses some gestures such as pointing, waving, clapping;  Attempts to imitate new           
      movements/gestures (i.e., blowing kisses, shh gesture, gestures to songs) 
___Jargon consists of 3-4 syllables with a variety of sounds (i.e., ba-da-bo) with inflection changes         
      noticeable 
___Can imitate at least 3 animal or environmental sounds (i.e., uh oh, vroooom, boo, mmmm) 
___Begins to spontaneously imitate words not said before 
___Follows simple commands during play such as “give me”  
___Identifies a few body parts 

12-15 Months

Sources 
Nobody Ever Told Me (Or My Mother) That! Everything from Bottles and Breathing to Healthy Speech Development, Diane Bahr, MS CCC-SLP (2019) 
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Questions or concerns? Call for more information. 
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